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Daniel Silva delivers another spectacular thriller starring Gabriel Allon, The English Girl. When a
beautiful young British woman vanishes on the island of Corsica, a prime minister’s career is
threatened with destruction. Allon, the wayward son of Israeli intelligence, is thrust into a game
of shadows where nothing is what it seems...and where the only thing more dangerous than his
enemies might be the truth.…Silva’s work has captured the imagination of millions worldwide;
his number-one New York Times best-selling series, which chronicles the adventures of art-
restorer and master spy Gabriel Allon, has earned the praise of listeners and reviewers
everywhere. This captivating new pause-resister from the undisputed master of spy fiction is
sure to thrill new and old fans alike.

"[A novel of] dramatic depth and intensity...an unforgettable read...Action-packed and thought-
provoking."―Associated Press"Bestseller Baldacci makes the implausible plausible in his
riveting fourth thriller featuring U.S. Army criminal investigator John Puller...Baldacci maintains
tension throughout and imbues his characters with enough humanity to make readers care what
happens to them."―Publishers Weekly"Be prepared for an action-packed ride... Baldacci once
again partners [John Puller] with Veronica Knox, making for a lethal and legendary combination.
Anticipation intensifies on each page."―RT Book Reviews (4 1/2 stars--Top Pick!)"This thriller,
featuring U.S. Army criminal investigator John Puller, has a very plausible theme with a
compelling and action-packed plot....[A] riveting and heart-wrenching story...NO MAN'S LAND is
an edge-of-your-seat thriller. Readers will be hooked from page one."―Military Press"David
Baldacci is one of America's favorite mystery writers, and he has earned that adulation fair and
square. He is constantly turning out one readable and enjoyable adventure after another. His
latest novel NO MAN'S LAND is his fourth John Puller story and it is a good one. It is fast reading
from the start as the pages grab the readers' interest and off they go."―Huffington Post"This fast-
paced ride will leave you guessing until the last page."―Virginia Living
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Owl, “In which we meet an irrascible goat, along an irresistably twisted road. "Gabriel tapped the
car horn twice, but the goat did not budge. Sighing heavily, he climbed out and attempted to
reason with the beast---first in French, then in Italian, and then, exasperated, in Hebrew. The
goat responded by lowering its head and aiming it like a battering ram toward Gabriel's
midsection. But Gabriel, who believed the best defense was a good offense, charged first,
flailing his arms and shouting like a madman.......Standing on the terrace was a blond-haired
man dressed entirely in white. And though Gabriel could not be certain, it appeared the man
was laughing uncontrollably...""The English Woman" is a serious novel. It explores a crime---
blackmail---that can be ambiguous because the "victim" may have knowingly, imprudently,
egotistically done something ugly enough to be deeply concealed. The "perpetrator" can be
seen as an avenging angel. The stakes would have to be high to get a man such as Gabriel
Allon--expert art restorer, leading member of Israeli intelligence/Mosad-- involved in dealing with
blackmailer(s).The stakes ARE high in the instance of "The English Woman." The book begins
with the kidnapping from Corsica of a highly but unwisely connected young Englishwoman, and
Allon is involved up to his neck. The scheme he uncovers has as many twists as the Corsican
road on which he encounters a certain, not insignificant goat, and the blond-haired man.The
story involves unrelenting dangers whose eventual source scared the dickens out of me. Allon's
courage, professionalism, and determination in many ways stand for the courage,
professionalism and determination of "the shields of our world," whatever names these Israeli,
British, and U.S. agents may be using. Silva writes as if he is reporting, and he probably is. "The
Sea of Words" makes clear, for example, how much of the Aubrey/Maturin series is taken from
naval archives. One day, a companion to the Allon stories may show how often the roots of
these books are in Silva's own brilliance and how much, in history."The English Woman" is well-
worth buying & holding. Much is new: not only the story, but also the dramatis personnae,
including the goat and one Christopher Keller whose sang froid is sub-arctic. Keller brings to the
story his own dry wit and also brings out Gabriel's, weaving more and more of the background &
values that shape character & action. An instance:"So your parents have no idea that you're
alive?""They haven't a clue.""Then you couldn't possibly be Jewish," admonished Gabriel. "No
Jewish boy would ever allow his mother to think he was dead. He wouldn't dare."The story is too
good to spoil by a chapter by chapter precis or wink, wink, nod, nod hints. Readers can expect
literate, skillful writing; characters so real they seem likely to go on living after we reach the final
page; some intriguing improbabilities that are not implausible; plenty of action; and much about
which to think after the memorable last three words.Any negatives? Readers whose
preferences run to the considerably gory, constant assaults, and sci-fi high tech may find that
"The English Girl" takes its time. Other readers may find this is much like the waiting & patience
Allon and his colleagues must practice where exhaustive research, bringing knowledge together
so the whole is more than the sum of its parts, and keenest engagement of mind & character are



as significant as deadly aim. That and sitting on a wet hillside for three days with a waste bag,
crackers, and thoughts for company.Thank you, Daniel Silva. May you, Gabriel, Christopher,
those Gabriel loves & trusts, the goat and its owner continue to be of good strength.”

Schuyler T Wallace, “A MASTERFUL STORY OF SPIES AND INTERNATIONAL INTRIGUE.
Daniel Silva has been a rising talent since his first novel in 1997. He is a New York Times
bestselling author and most of his books have topped the best seller list. His books have
become increasingly popular and “The English Girl” has been his greatest success. This is the
first time I’ve read Silva but I can’t wait to read his latest about an art theft with world wide
repercussions.Silva writes international intrigue and spy novels. The scenario for Girl was
remarkable for its complexity, insight into espionage and its entrails, and for the ease of
comprehension while winding through its clandestine maze. In my opinion too many of the
contemporary spy novelists leave their reader in a cloud of confusion that makes for a less than
enjoyable reading experience.Silva has done extensive research into all things surreptitious; the
governments, the agencies, the players, and the plots. His remarkable talent allows him to
weave together themes that are likely to occur at some point, to anticipate the circumstances of
the covert operations, and to develop characters that realistically fill the roles of the good or bad
guy. The results are totally believable.In “The English Girl,” Gabriel Allon, the art restorer,
assassin, and part-time Israeli secret agent that Silva has serialized so successfully in his past
thirteen or so books, is dispatched to find an up and coming star in British government who has
been kidnapped. A note is received that simply says, “You have seven days, or the girl dies…”
Not much to go on but Allon, who excels in handling dangerous and politically convoluted
situations immediately gets to work after recruiting a partner, Christopher Keller, who will cover
his back, handle the heavy work, and act as Allon’s muse when he needs counsel.Marseilles,
Provence, London, and Moscow are all visited as Allon and Keller shake up an underworld that
is culturally divided, separated by assorted motives, and populated by people with widely varied
but similar murderous inclinations. Using torture, brain power, thuggery, and ingenious thinking,
the two agents delve deeper and deeper into a sinister plot that has horrific international
implications if they can’t disrupt it. To complicate things, they only have days to rescue the
beautiful woman before she is murdered.Silva’s writing is excellent with realistic
characterizations and scene setting. The reader will either generate fondness or loathing for the
principles, experience the rain, wind and coldness that the two agents encounter as they journey
to the different locations, and marvel at Silva’s scholarly use of the English language as the story
unfolds.I’ll close this review now so I can rush out and get Daniel Silva’s latest work. Somehow
his work has passed below my radar and I intend to correct that. I recommend that you read
“The English Girl” and then do the same.Schuyler T WallaceAuthor of TIN LIZARD TALES”

EllyBlue, “Fine contemporary espionage thriller - Definitely a 5 star read. Daniel Silva's series of
novels featuring art restorer and Israeli spy Gabriel Allon never fails to please. This latest



instalment is another satisfying tale of international intrigue and espionage as well as dark
dealings at the heart of the political system. The story begins with Gabriel Allon is asked to
investigate discretely the disappearance of a young English political adviser who has been the
secret lover of the British Prime Minister. The story leads from London to the island of Corsica
and then to the heart of Russia where the Israeli spies have run into difficulties in the past.
Gabriel's usual team is involved in the complex investigation which reveals the truth about what's
really going on, with the `old man' Ari Shamron, still going strong. As usual, Daniel Silva's plot
twists and turns with one or two developments which I did not see coming. It is grounded in
current security concerns; you can imagine that events such as these could possibly unfold.
Allon is soon to be the chief of the Israeli security services and I was concerned that this might
mark the end of the series. I am therefore thrilled to see that the next story is due for publication
in the summer. I've already pre-ordered my copy! Long may the Gabriel Allon series continue. If
you enjoy good contemporary spy fiction, then you should definitely read these books. You could
start with this one which is an excellent example or you could start with "The Kill Artist" and read
the series in order. If you are new to Daniel Silva, I envy you having all those wonderful books to
immerse yourself in.”

Terry D, “Daniel Silva at his best. I've been an admirer of Daniel Silva and Gabriel Allon for some
long time but, in my review of 
  
Rembrandt Affair

  
  
, I found myself agreeing with the other reviewers that it was time Daniel Silva allowed Gabriel
Allon to retire from the Israeli secret service and focus his undoubted skills on restoring old
masterpieces.But, when I read `The English Girl', I was pleasantly surprised to discover I was
wrong, that Daniel Silva hasn't the slightest problem in writing a gripping and highly imaginative
thriller.Not only is the mistress of the English Prime Minister kidnapped and held to ransom but
there's substantial disagreement in government circles about granting the Russians drilling
rights to two newly discovered North Sea oilfields. Gabriel Allon, at the request of an old friend
in the English Secret Service, is asked - unofficially - to sort out the kidnapping/ransom tissue.
Unfortunately, as the trail moves to France, things go dangerously wrong...Yes, it's an excellent



thriller with a final and extremely clever twist to the storyline. Did I see it coming? The honest
answer is `no' - although I've read enough of Daniel Silva's books to sense that things were not
quite as simple as they first appeared.Which means 'The English Girl' gains a well-deserved five
star rating.But will Gabriel Allon finally retire?Read and enjoy...”

Marmite, “Marmite. I Know usual characters and similar themes. On the good side you always
know what your getting. Your going to be entertained with a good plot which moves a long at a
good pace and with some very current issues. Well worth reading, wrapped up with some very
traditional English politics and behaviours. It has a good little twist towards the end which I didn't
see coming and adds another dimension to the book.”

Pb, “I enjoyed reading this with some riders. I enjoyed reading this with some riders; every
assassin has to have a certain amount of hard heartedness or he would not be an assassin. In
these days of such skulduggery obvious cases are made by those who are of either criminal or
"righteous" persuasion to justify their objectives and ways.A certain amount of tenderness is
evident in Gabriel Allon for those he holds dear, but how does De Silva justify divorcing his
faithful but damaged wife in order to marry his new wife? I don't think he makes the case.That
this is a work of fiction should not ignore the fact that what we say influences other people and
those who enter the world of published works should think very carefully about what they justify
and why for the sake of their readers.”

guido williams, “Another good yarn from Mr Silva but..... If you are a regular of Silva's work you
know what you are going to get. I guessed the twist but it did not spoil my enjoyment of the book.
If new to the author then do start with The Kill Artist. Personally, I then consider The English
Assassin, The Confessor and A Death in Vienna to be a brilliant stand alone trilogy amongst the
series. If I could give The English Girl 3 and a half stars I would - not as a criticism but just
because of the familiarity the Gabriel Allon stories now possess for me.”

The book by Barbara Barber has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7,299 people have provided feedback.
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